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D. H. LAWRENCE’S ELEPHANT POEMS: 

POETRY AND PROSE POETRY, TEXTS AND CONTEXTS, 

FROM 1915‒1929 

 

SUSAN REID 

 

 

 

Lawrence’s range of achievement as a poet is suggested in 

microcosm by a disparate group of poems about elephants: these 

comprise the long Whitmanesque narrative of ‘Elephant’ (1923), 

collected the same year in Birds, Beasts and Flowers; an aphoristic 

cluster near the beginning of Pansies (1928) ‒ ‘Elephants in the 

circus’, ‘Elephants plodding’ and ‘On the drum’ building to the 

more expansive ‘Two performing elephants’ ‒ and, later in that 

collection, ‘When I went to the circus—’ (one stanza of twelve 

concerns elephants) and ‘The Elephant is slow to mate’; and finally 

‘The Elephants of Dionysos’, one of the last pieces he wrote (c. 9 

December 1929). The latter is newly presented as a prose poem in 

the Cambridge Edition of The Poems, Volume III, preceding 

another prose poem, the untitled ‘Fire; did you ever warm your 

hands’ – both composed shortly after what Christopher Pollnitz 

describes as “nine prose-poem prefaces for the Cresset Press Birds, 

Beasts and Flowers” (3Poems cxx). Aside from some biographical 

interest in ‘Elephant’, as a record of Lawrence’s six weeks in 

Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) in March‒April 1922, none of these poems 

has attracted much attention from critics.1 Yet, alongside evolving 

associations of elephants with empire, war and the circus, as ancient 

beasts variously misused by man, this subset of Lawrence’s poetic 

oeuvre offers an opportunity to reconsider perennial questions 

concerning its personal dimensions and a blurring of the boundaries 

between poetry and prose.  

Pollnitz’s three-volume edition of The Poems invites us to think 

about Lawrence as a practitioner of the prose poem (dating back to 

‘Malade [1]’ in 1910 [3Poems 1433]), not only by its inclusion of 
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late pieces of poetic prose, but in its Introduction to the 

‘Composition, Publication, Reception’ of Lawrence’s poems, which 

repeatedly returns to their under-interpreted relationship with his 

prose. An anonymous contemporary complained that Look! We 

Have Come Through! (1917) cannot “be pronounced poetry … In 

his novels Mr Lawrence writes poetry, but his poetry is essentially 

prose” (qtd. 2Poems 708). Lawrence’s use of free verse in this 

volume was often greeted as novelistic, including by his supporter 

Amy Lowell, who pronounced it “a greater novel even than Sons 

and Lovers” (709). As a practitioner of the prose poem herself, 

Lowell’s influence on Lawrence bears further examination below in 

the context of ‘The Elephants of Dionysos’. But in order to 

understand this end point for Lawrence as a poet, my essay traces a 

journey via his elephant poems that discloses unexpected 

continuities in the sonics and musical properties and analogues of 

his poetic practice, and explores parallels with Walt Whitman’s 

‘Passage to India’, to suggest new perspectives on Lawrence’s own 

passage, as a poet and in person, from Europe via Ceylon to the 

New World and back again. Moreover, his interest in “the East” 

and India was sparked considerably earlier: the thread of his writing 

on this subject begins, as I will explain, at least as early as 1915. 

Lawrence’s poetry is closely intertwined with his personal 

experiences: as he declared in his ‘Note to Collected Poems’, “Even 

the best poetry, when it is at all personal, needs the penumbra of its 

own time and place and circumstance, to make it full and whole” 

(1Poems 656). Correspondingly, Pollnitz’s Introduction to The 

Poems is a form of biography, a where, when and how of 

Lawrence’s poems, which I pursue further here in a chronological 

consideration of his elephant poems. The impact of Ceylon on 

Lawrence’s oeuvre is usually confined to ‘Elephant’, which, despite 

Keith Cushman’s insightful reading, remains critically neglected.2 

In Volume III of The Poems, Pollnitz adds the humorous 

‘Apostrophe of a Buddhist Monk’ to the creative works inspired by 

Lawrence’s six-week stay in Ceylon in 1922. A tally of only two 

works is surprising given that he had mooted the idea of a “Ceylon 
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novel” to Martin Secker (4L 193). Subsequently, he completed 

novels about Australia and Mexico in short measure: Kangaroo was 

the product of twelve weeks in Australia (where he travelled from 

Ceylon), while Quetzalcoatl was written in six weeks in Mexico in 

spring 1923. His biographers have concluded that the climate of 

Ceylon was not conducive to his health or his writing. The 

“penumbra” of his time there nonetheless lingered through the 

1920s (1Poems 656), with elephants in particular recurring in works 

written in New and Old Mexico as well as in late poems written in 

France.  

Seamus Perry’s review of the first two volumes of The Poems 

noted that, although it is “manifestly an excellent thing to have 

Lawrence’s many poems brought together, edited by so punctilious 

and expert a scholar”, this also enables us to see “the very odd sort 

of writer of verse that he was”.3 The elephant poems illustrate this 

“odd”-ness, not only in terms of Lawrence’s diverse poetic 

practices but in that no other poet could have written them. 

Idiosyncratic to his worldview at specific points in time, his poems 

as glossed in Pollnitz’s ‘Explanatory Notes’ suggest a rich skein of 

contexts for the reader to unravel. Songs and music are a recurrent 

influence, which I follow up here in relation to fellow poets who 

valued sound in poetry as much as visual imagery: Whitman, of 

course, but also Rudyard Kipling and Amy Lowell.  

 

Elephants in the oeuvre: war, empire and music 

 

References to elephants in Lawrence’s oeuvre emerged before his 

trip to Ceylon, during the First World War, and were associated 

with British military imperialism and the perceived exoticism of the 

East. In The Rainbow (1915), when Ursula Brangwen, a critic of 

imperialism, considers going with Anton Skrebensky to India, her 

first thought is that “India sounds lovely. I can just see myself on an 

elephant  swaying  between  lanes of  obsequious  natives”  (R 425). 
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Figure 6: Entrance to the Ajanta Caves in India. 

 

 
 
Figure 7: Detail of elephants from the frescoes in the Ajanta Caves. 
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In 1915, Lawrence’s interest in India was piqued by Ottoline 

Morrell’s Christmas gift of The Ajanta Frescoes – a book 

containing 42 reproductions (2L 488). Although elephants feature 

prominently at the site of the Ajanta Caves, in the rock carvings at 

the entrance and in one of the most famous frescoes (see Figures 6 

and 7), what attracted Lawrence was the depiction of 

 

the perfect perfect [sic] intimate relationship between the men 

and women, so simple and complete, such a very perfection of 

passion, a fulness, a whole blossom. That which we call passion 

is a very one-sided thing, based chiefly on hatred and Wille zur 

Macht. There is no Will to Power here – it is so lovely – in these 

frescoes. (489) 

 

The contrast with wartime Europe and the destructive “Will to 

Power”, also discussed in his wartime novel Women in Love (1920), 

could hardly be greater. Yet the turn to elephants and Shalimar also 

developed during the war, as he revised his poetry for the purposes 

of collecting his fourth volume, New Poems (1918). A flavour of 

the eastern “passion” he perceived in the Ajanta frescoes appears in 

‘Hyde Park at Night, Before the War / Clerks’, where a poem about 

the after-hours liberty of London clerks transitions through elephant 

screams into a dream of the Orient that anticipates his later 

“dream[ing]  of  elephants”  when  packing  for  Ceylon  in  1922 

(4L 195):  

 

Not too near and not too far 

Out of the stress of the crowd 

Music screams as elephants scream 

When they lift their trunks and scream aloud 

For joy of the night when masters are 

 Asleep and adream. 

 

So here I hide in the Shalimar 

With a wanton princess slender and proud, 
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And we swoon with kisses, swoon till we seem 

Two streaming peacocks gone in a cloud 

Of golden dust, with star after star 

 On our stream. (1Poems 38, ll. 7‒18) 

 

By contrast, an earlier version, published in the English Review 

(April 1910) as ‘Night Songs / Workday Evenings / 1. Yesternight 

in the Parks’, is firmly rooted in imagery of London’s “street” and 

“river-lamps”.4 The poem’s origins reach back still further to a dyad 

called ‘Songless’ (c. 1908‒10), suggesting an ongoing 

preoccupation with song (or its lack) running through its versions 

titled ‘Songs of Working People at Night’ as well as ‘Night Songs’ 

and culminating in the jarring musical stridency of ‘Hyde Park at 

Night, Before the War / Clerks’: “Music screams as elephants 

scream” (1Poems 38). The reiteration of “scream” three times in 

two (relatively short) lines registers the proximity of music to 

cacophony; as both traumatic noise and orgiastic joy this resembles 

a Stravinsky-like modernist music that, as I have argued elsewhere, 

characterised Lawrence’s experiences of “noisy” wartime London 

(3L 370): “London—mid-war London, nothing but war, war. 

Lovely sunny weather, and bombs at midday in the Strand” (K 

230).5 This noise-consciousness persisted during his post-war 

travels so that even the putative sounds of paradise in Ceylon were 

experienced as explosive and reminiscent of wartime Zeppelin raids 

(2L 389‒90): “the horrid noises of the birds and creatures, who 

hammer and clang and rattle and cackle and explode all the livelong 

day, and run little machines all the livelong night” (4L 225). The 

imaginary screams of elephants in the Hyde Park poem, despite its 

title declaring that it predates the War, thus reflect Lawrence’s 

response to war as traumatically “noisy” and also foreshadow “the 

piercing death-cries of elephants” deployed in a mythical war 

between Dionysos and the Amazons in his late prose poem ‘The 

Elephants of Dionysos’ (3Poems 1616).  

During the nightmare of the War, Lawrence drew particular 

solace from songs that he sang with friends, including the composer 
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and writer Cecil Gray, to whom he wrote “I’m not writing anything 

–  only  sit  learning  songs,  which  I  find  a  great  amusement” 

(3L 197); ‘Hyde Park before the War / Clerks’ yields further 

evidence of this pastime.6 Pollnitz’s explanatory note points out that 

“There are Shalimar Gardens in Lahore, celebrated in the popular 

Four Indian Love Lyrics of ‘Laurence Hope’ (pseud. Adela 

Nicolson, 1865‒1904); ‘Kashmiri Song’ begins ‘Pale hands I loved 

beside the Shalimar’” (2Poems 846). There is much that is songlike 

about Lawrence’s simple, monosyllabic lyrics in the final two 

stanzas (quoted above), particularly as compared with the denser 

language of the poem’s preceding longer lines (“Now at last the ink 

and dudgeon passes from our fervent eyes / And out of the 

chambered wilderness wanders a spirit abroad on its enterprise” 

[1Poems 38]). In 1902, Nicolson’s Four Indian Love Lyrics 

(collected in her 1901 The Garden Of Karma) had been set to music 

by Amy Woodforde-Finden (1860‒1919), a prolific composer of 

“eastern ditties”, which effectively captured the romance between 

Britain and all things Indian, of which ‘Kashmiri Song’ was the 

most famous.7 This song, however, has a violent crescendo befitting 

its final lines: “I would rather feel you[r pale hands] round my 

throat, / Crushing out life, than waving me farewell!”.8 For me, this 

evokes Gerald Crich in Women in Love, taking “the throat of 

Gudrun between his hands, that were hard and indomitably 

powerful” (WL 471), in a violent scene that ends with his own death 

– often interpreted by critics as a war death.9 Like Lawrence’s 

novel, ‘Kashmiri Song’ has associations with war and empire since 

both the poet and the composer who set it to music were married to 

officers serving in the British army in Bengal and India 

(respectively).  

A song that Lawrence loved to sing was ‘The Elephant Battery’, 

which celebrates a British victory over Amir Sher Ali Khan at the 

Battle of the Bolan Pass during the Afghan Campaign of 1878‒80 

(part of a larger conflict between the British and Russian empires). 

The song, collected in The Oxford Song Book (1916), was cited by 

Willie Hopkin as Lawrence’s “favourite which he rattled through at 
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great pace”; and so it remained into the 1920s when he wrote it out 

for Anna Winchell Bóttern, whom he met during his travels in 1923 

(4L 406).10 No doubt Lawrence enjoyed performing the dramatic 

lyrics of ‘The Elephant Battery’, with its bestiary of exotic animals 

(including “hathis”, denoting bull elephants) and the foreign sounds 

of its refrain:11 

 

I love to see the hathis with their trunks all in a row; 

I love to see the haughty and high-stepping buffalo; 

It’s sweet to see the sergeants on their dashing kangaroos, 

As they gallop past the general and the ladies at reviews. 

 Aya, aya, aya, aya, twist their tails and go! 

 Hathi, hathi, hathi, hathi, oont, and buffalo! 

Aya, chel, chel, chel, chel, chel, chel, aya bhai chelo! 

Oh, that’s the way we shout all day as we drive the buffalo!12  

 

 

  
 

Figure 8: ‘Elephant battery on the march’. Photograph from the 

Second Anglo-Afghan War, courtesy of World Digital Library 

<https://www.wdl.org/en/item/11497/>. 
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Figure 9: The Indian Court at the Great Exhibition in London in 

1851. © Victoria and Albert Museum. 

 

Associations of elephants with imperialism and with the exoticism 

of the East, for Lawrence as for others, were underscored by this 

popular song. By the early twentieth century, elephants had become 

a potent symbol of the East and of the British Empire there, 

forming a centrepiece of the Indian Court at the Great Exhibition at 

the Crystal Palace in London in 1851 (Figure 9) and in the Great 

Empire Exhibition of 1924, where the Ceylon pavilion exhibited 

“one of the largest mounted elephant heads in the world” alongside 

a replica of the Temple of the Tooth in Kandy.13  

‘The Elephant Battery’ was also known as ‘The Buffalo Battery’ 

to Rudyard Kipling (cited in his 1890 short story ‘The Courting of 

Dinah Shadd’. Kipling rendered his own version of it in his 

‘Parade-Song of the Camp-Animals’ (at the end of The Jungle 

Book), with verses from the viewpoints of the various animals in 

military service, headed by ‘Elephants of the Gun-Teams’: 

 

We lent to Alexander the strength of Hercules, 

The wisdom of our foreheads, the cunning of our knees; 
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We bowed our necks to service; they ne’er were loosed again –  

Make way there, way for the ten-foot teams 

 Of the Forty-Pounder train!14 

 

The idea of “service” associated with bowing elephants reappears 

in Lawrence’s poem ‘Elephant’, which shares something of 

Kipling’s fascination with the relationship between the East and the 

West. Long after his trip to the East in May 1926, Lawrence wrote 

to his Buddhist friend Earl Brewster, who hosted his stay in Ceylon, 

that “Somewhere between the east and west, in that prophetically 

never-to-exist meeting point of the two, is really where one wants 

to be” (8L 25). This reference to Kipling’s ‘The Ballad of East and 

West’ (n. 6), a poem about an “Oath of the Brother-in-Blood” 

between opposing soldiers, speaks to Birkin’s desire for 

“Blutbrüderschaft” with Gerald in Lawrence’s wartime novel 

Women in Love (WL 206). Kipling’s ballad ends: 

 

Oh, East is East, and West is West, and never the two shall meet, 

Till Earth and Sky stand presently as God’s great Judgment 

Seat, 

But there is neither East nor West, Border, nor Breed, nor Birth, 

When two strong men stand face to face, tho’ they come from the  

ends of the earth.15 

 

Questions of East and West and the comparative strength of their 

leaders are developed in ‘Elephant’, while Lawrence continued to 

explore ideas of male comradeship in Studies in Classic American 

Literature, doing so in both cases, as I discuss below, in connection 

with his ongoing argument with Whitman.  

 

Between East and West: Versions of ‘Elephant’ and ‘Whitman’ 

 

During the War, Lawrence yearned to leave Europe and often 

leaned towards America as offering a potential “new voice” (SCAL 

13). After much vacillation, however, he decided to start his 
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journey beyond Europe in Ceylon, where Earl Brewster “had leased 

an old bungalow surrounded by the broadest verandas. It was 

isolated from neighbours in the midst of sixty acres of forest, and 

stood at the top of the highest hill. In one direction we overlooked 

the Kandy Lake, in the other the Mahaweliganga, or Great Elephant 

River”.16 In March 1922, he wrote from onboard ship that he “loved 

coming through the Suez Canal – 5 miles an hour – takes 18 hours 

– you see the desert, the sand-hills, the low palm trees, arabs with 

camels working at the side” (4L 213). The canal had opened in 

1869, a miracle of engineering that Whitman celebrated in a long, 

narrative poem, as an opportunity to bring the peoples of East and 

West closer: 

  

Passage to India! 

Lo, soul, seest thou not God’s purpose from the first? 

The earth to be spann’d, connected by network, 

The races, neighbors, to marry and be given in marriage, 

The oceans to be cross’d, the distant brought near, 

The lands to be welded together.17 

 

For Whitman the passage was a notional passage of the soul 

(“Passage O soul to India!”) since he did not make the journey in 

person to the East that inspired E. M. Forster’s 1923 novel A 

Passage to India (named for Whitman’s poem) or Lawrence’s 1922 

poem about Ceylon.18 Written in the interwar period when both 

India and Ceylon were accelerating towards independence from 

colonial rule, these modernist works were more sceptical than 

Whitman about ideas of “weld[ing] together” races and lands. Civil 

unrest in Ceylon’s capital Colombo in 1915 had marked the 

beginnings of an independence movement, linked to a Buddhist 

revival, which resulted in Dominion status in 1948 (a year after the 

end of colonial rule in India). The Lake View Estate, where the 

Lawrences and Brewsters stayed in 1922, was acquired that same 

year by Dharmaraja College, which had been founded under the 

westernised auspices of the Kandy Theosophical Society as a 
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Buddhist School for Boys in 1887.19 Ardnaree, the old planter’s 

bungalow at the top of the hill overlooking Kandy Lake, would 

thereafter become the Principal’s Bungalow, demolished in 

December 2015 but rebuilt on similar lines (see Figures 10 and 

11).20 The almost-jungle of the “half wild estate” that spread down 

to the lakeshore in Lawrence’s time (4L 215) is now entirely 

occupied by the College buildings and grounds, and chance 

encounters with roaming or working elephants, as described in the 

opening section of ‘Elephant’, are consigned to the past.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 10: The Principal’s Bungalow at Dharmaraja College in 

Kandy. Rebuilt on the site of Ardnaree. 
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Figure 11: Ongoing building work at the Principal’s Bungalow. 

 

As depicted by Lawrence in ‘Elephant’, the imperial rule 

personified by the Prince of Wales is exhausted: he is “Pale, 

dispirited”, “a tired remnant of white royalty up there” that 

contrasts with the “kindled blood of the east”, the “naked” dancers 

and “Vast-blooded” elephants treading the earth in the Perahera 

procession at the centre of the poem (1Poems 340–1, ll. 31, 65, 67, 

53, 84).21 Usually an annual procession of huge religious and 

national importance to the Sinhalese, the Perahera that Lawrence 

witnessed was arranged specifically to honour the state visit of the 

Prince of Wales on 23 March 1922. While Lawrence’s poem 

emphasises cultural differences between East and West rather than 

Whitmanesque togetherness, there is much in ‘Elephant’ that 

chimes with Whitman’s narrative style: notably, the line lengths 

that vary from one word to thirty within a free-verse style that 

emulates direct speech while also reaching for songlike features. 

‘Passage to India’ is characteristic of what Lawrence identified as 

Whitman’s “paeans, his chants of praise” (SCAL 405), as in its 

opening celebration of the “modern” over the “antique” (bold 

added): 
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Singing my days, 

Singing the great achievements of the present, 

Singing the strong light works of engineers, 

Our modern wonders, (the antique ponderous Seven outvied,) 

In the Old World the east the Suez canal, 

The New by its mighty railroad spann’d, 

The seas inlaid with eloquent gentle wires; 

Yet first to sound, and ever sound, the cry with thee O soul, 

The Past! the Past! the Past!22 

 

The triple repetitions here are striking (highlighted in bold text): a 

songlike feature shared with hymns and folk songs and underlined 

by a double mention of “sound” (in the penultimate line quoted 

above).23 Three is also an important number in Lawrence’s 

‘Elephant’: three elephants lead the Perahera procession together 

with three Sinhalese “Chieftains”, and there are three feathers in the 

heraldic badge of the Prince of Wales. The poem builds to triple 

repetitions of key words ‒ “dance” (1Poems 340, l. 55), “up” (341, 

ll. 61–5), “devil” (ll. 76–7) ‒ cohering towards its climax around 

the words “serve” and “bow”. The imperative mood of “Serve! / 

Serve, vast mountainous blood, in submission and splendour, serve 

royalty” (342, ll. 88–9, bold added) is juxtaposed with the 

submission of the Prince of Wales, “I serve! I serve! In all the 

weary irony of his mien.—’Tis I who serve!” (343, l. 113, bold 

added). There is one instance of a Whitmanesque consecutive triple 

repetition, enjambed over two lines that repeat “bow” five times to 

reinforce the theme of submission: 

 

To bow before royalty, in the land of the elephants, bow deep, 

 bow deep, 

Bow deep, for it’s good as a draught of cool water to bow, very 

 low to the royal. (ll. 110–11, bold added) 

 

Lawrence’s poem is patterned with repeated key words, which, 

in addition to those above include, as Cushman notes, “‘naked’, 
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‘dark’, ‘sweat’, ‘blood’, and of course ‘Elephant’”.24 The poem, he 

observes, “effectively pivots on the sharp contrast between 

darkness, energy, cosmic ritual, and blood on the one hand and 

whiteness, effeteness, tourism, and bloodlessness on the other”.25 

As in Whitman’s ‘Passage to India’, which contrasts past and 

present, old and new worlds, East and West, Lawrence not only 

makes striking use of juxtaposition, but attends to sound, and so his 

account of the Perahera begins with “the huge frontal of three great 

elephants stepping forth to the tom-tom’s beat”, where tom-toms 

resonate with “The elephant bells striking slow, tong-tong, tong-

tong / To music and queer chanting” (1Poems 339, l. 23–4). The 

tolling monosyllables of “tom-tom” and “tong-tong” also set the 

stage for the Prince of Wales’s two-syllable motto “Ich dien” / “I 

serve!”, announced in line 30 and repeated with increasing 

scepticism until the bloodless refrain is reversed at the end of the 

poem and it is the elephants who must serve a new prince: 

 

And to the elephants: 

First great beasts of the earth, 

A prince has come back to you, 

Blood-mountains. 

Crook the knee and be glad. (343, ll. 127–31) 

 

Critical interpretations of ‘Elephant’ turn on the identity of the 

“prince” in this final stanza, but there are two competing versions 

of the pre-penultimate stanza, as Cushman pointed out in his 2006 

article.26 Each posits a different prince: one is white and the other 

dark, reflecting the two races at play within the body of the poem. 

‘Elephant’ was first published in the English Review then revised 

for collection in Birds, Beasts and Flowers: a revised ending that 

Lawrence gave to the American version, published by Thomas 

Seltzer, and wished to enact in the English version of the collection 

was not made by Martin Secker (who chose not to incorporate the 

majority of Lawrence’s textual revisions). The unrevised ending 

from the English edition of Birds, Beasts and Flowers was then 
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transmitted to both the English and American versions of Collected 

Poems of 1928 and 1929, which remained the received text of 

‘Elephant’ until the version Lawrence had wished to see published 

was finally restored by Pollnitz in Volume I of The Poems. The 

corrected version (quoted below) underscores readings of 

‘Elephant’ as a colonial critique since the poet expresses a wish for 

“a dark-faced man” to assert his leadership and so reprises the 

poem’s earlier observation of a “different royalty, dark-faced 

royalty” personified by the three “Chieftains” (1Poems 340, l. 40): 

 

I wish some dark-faced man could have taken the feathers three 

And fearless gone up the pavilion, in that pepper-box aloft 

 and alone 

Held the three feathers out on the night, with a dark, fierce hand 

 above the host, 

Saying softly: Dient Ihr! Dient! 

Omnes, vos omnes, servite. 

Serve me, I am meet to be served. 

Being royal of the gods. (343, ll. 115‒21) 

 

The version that had come down to critics through the Collected 

Poems (perpetuated by Pinto and Roberts’s 1964 edition of 

Complete Poems) instead installed the poetic I-voice as prince and 

so inspired readings, such as Sandra Gilbert’s, of Lawrence’s 

“Carlylean longing” to be the great man:27 

 

I wish they had given the three feathers to me; 

That I had been he in the pavilion, as in a pepper-box aloft and  

alone 

To stand and hold feathers, three feathers above the world, 

And say to them: Dient Ihr! Dient! 

Omnes, vos omnes, servite. 

Serve me, I am meet to be served. 

Being royal of the gods.28  
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This unrecuperated version reverses the satire implied by the 

salaaming elephant at the beginning of the poem, “White man you 

are saluted. / Pay a few cents” (1Poems 339, ll. 14‒15), in which 

the elephant proxies for a vast population of colonial subjects, who 

yield to white rule, and reinforces this status quo by making the 

(presumably) white poet a prince. Although the role of the poet here 

resonates with Whitman’s self-positioning as a hero-poet of 

America, proclaimed throughout Leaves of Grass, Lawrence 

refuses this position for himself in his American version of 

‘Elephant’ – just as he finally came to repudiate Whitman as “the 

first white aboriginal” (SCAL 157) and to celebrate instead the 

Native American rituals.29 In Lawrence’s revisions to ‘Elephant’ he 

adds a penultimate stanza that asserts not the poetic I-voice of 

Whitman, but the voice of the “dark-faced” prince: 

 

I with the feathers. 

I with the flower-de-luce. 

I with the scarab-wings. 

I from the marshes of blood, 

Am back again. (1Poems 343, ll. 121‒5) 

 

This dual emphasis on blood consciousness and self-government of 

the “dark” races anticipates the themes of his novel The Plumed 

Serpent (1926) and the declamatory style of the leading Men of 

Quetzalcoatl; Mexicans who assume the identities of old Mexican 

Gods in place of western Christianity and whose Hymns include the 

opening lines: “I am the Son of the Morning Star”, “I am the Living 

Quetzalcoatl” and “I am Huitzilpochtli, / The Red Huitzilopochtli, / 

The blood-red” (PS 339, 344, 373).  

 The theme of male comradeship explored in The Plumed 

Serpent also developed in dialogue with Whitman. Lawrence’s 

1921‒22 version of his ‘Whitman’ essay extols Calamus for telling 

“the mystery of manly love, the love of comrades. Continually he 

tells us the same truth: the new world will be built upon the love of 

comrades, the new great dynamic of life will be manly love. Out of 
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this inspiration the creation of the future” (SCAL 413). But for 

Lawrence, Whitman is wrong in taking a “democratic” turn towards 

merging self and other (including the conflation of “white” self and 

“aboriginal” other):  

 

Let us accept this love of comrades, but not on the downward 

slope. Not in the Whitman sense of abandon and self-merging. 

Never. Let us turn round and look each other square in the face. 

Manly love means action, or it means nothing. It means building 

the world afresh, and smashing the obsolete form, or else it 

means only vice. (416) 

 

Whitman’s way, then, is not perceived as “manly”, and neither is 

the Prince of Wales in ‘Elephant’. As Howard J. Booth argues, 

Lawrence’s poem about Ceylon points to a discourse about the 

decline of empire associated with the “unmanliness” of the Prince.30 

But the poet also finds something emasculating about Ceylon, 

feeling himself unmanned by the heat: “Here it is monstrous hot … 

I don’t like it a bit. I don’t like the east. It makes me feel sick in my 

stomach: seems sort of unmanly” (4L 220).  

 Lawrence’s sickness in Ceylon was both physical and spiritual: 

a revulsion in part against a religion for which he had no sympathy, 

since he perceived Buddhism as eliding individuality in a similar 

way to Whitman’s ideal of “Allness, his One Identity, his En 

Masse, his Democracy” (SCAL 407). Indeed, Whitman was 

influenced by the Eastern thought that permeated the writings of 

Emerson and American Transcendalism,31 a connection Lawrence 

makes explicit in his 1921‒22 draft of the ‘Whitman’ essay: 

 

Even if you reach the state of infinity, you can’t sit down there. 

You just physically can’t. You either have to strain still further 

into universality, and become vaporish or slimy: or you have to 

hold your toes and sit tight and practise Nirvana; or you have to 

come back to common dimensions, eat your pudding and blow 
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your nose and be just yourself; or die and have done with it. 

(408) 

 

The transcendent state of Nirvana is the final goal of Buddhism, 

while the reference here to sitting down echoes his frequent protest 

to Brewster about the submissively seated Buddha: “Oh I wish he 

would stand up!” (540 n.408:21). His letters from Ceylon are 

scathing about Buddhism – “I feel absolutely dead off Buddhism, 

either Nibbana or Nirvana, Kania or Karma. They can have 

Buddha” (4L 218) – and he mocked Brewster, who was studying 

daily at the Temple of the Tooth and later published a book about 

the Buddha.32 Brewster’s hope that Lawrence would share his 

interest was repaid by a poem now collected in Volume III of The 

Poems, ‘Apostrophe of a Buddhist Monk’, which Earl Brewster 

described as written “in a teasing humour, picturing me as a 

Buddhist monk in Burma”.33 This poem overlays many of 

Lawrence’s objections to the “nauseous tropical fruits” with “the 

nasty faces and yellow robes of the Buddhist monks” (4L 225), in a 

style that foreshadows the doggerel of Pansies as well as further 

satirical references to Buddhism in two late short stories:34 

 

Oh my bald head 

cranium 

duck-egg 

how thou dost poke up among the spokes of my umbrella 

 

Oh my marigold robe 

how thou castest up a sickly glare 

a bilious blast 

a mango-fleshed aura nauseously steaming 

a pawpaw effulgence 

into my eyes and nostrils. (3Poems 1555) 

 

Buddhism is an absent presence in ‘Elephant’: the elephant is 

designated an “unbeliever” (1Poems 341), although the poem does 
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not specify of what. There is also no mention of the Buddha’s 

sacred tooth relic, although the Perahera was – and still is – a 

spectacular procession of the Buddha’s molar transported on the 

back of an elephant kept captive in the temple for this purpose (that 

fact may have informed a punning outburst on leaving Ceylon 

about feeling “English in the teeth of all the world” [4L 234]). Nor 

does the Temple of the Tooth appear, but instead a “pepper-box” 

(1Poems 343) of a pavilion, which stands in front of it (see Figure 

5).35 There is no evidence that Lawrence visited the site of the 

Temple of the Tooth, though it was and remains the major 

landmark on Kandy’s lakeshore and an important emblem of Sri 

Lankan national identity.  

From the outset Lawrence was unreceptive to Buddhism despite 

his host’s hopes. His letters about Ceylon are consistently more 

interested in elephants than its religion or its people. When 

Brewster enticed Lawrence to join him in Ceylon, descriptions of 

elephants loomed large in Lawrence’s responses: “It sounds 

lovely”, he replied, “the coloured, naked people and the big 

elephant coming round the corner and the temple throng” (4L 154). 

This, in embryo, is his Ceylon poem, written before he set foot on 

the island. So, too, it was the elephants that Lawrence eagerly 

anticipated when he heard about the Perahera to take place a week 

after his arrival in Kandy: he hoped for “120 elephants”, in a letter 

written before the event, and afterwards reported “about a hundred” 

(215). His letters usually mention the elephants before the “flames 

and devil dances”, and one excitedly repeats “elephants” three 

times in four lines (221). Lawrence’s fascination with elephants 

proved more enduring than any other aspect of his time in Ceylon: 

in his memoir, Brewster writes of Lawrence’s speculations about 

how differences in blood affected consciousness, remarking that 

“The elephant especially interested him [Lawrence] as the remnant 

of another age”.36 This interest emerges in surprising places in his 

prose of the early-mid 1920s and in the elephant poems in Pansies. 
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From Kandy to Pansies: More elephants 

 

Cushman conjectures that Lawrence drafted ‘Elephant’ during his 

voyage from Ceylon to Australia and then “revised this draft in 

Taos early in 1923 as he was preparing Birds, Beasts and Flowers 

for publication”.37 Pollnitz’s extensive research on the manuscripts 

and related correspondence weighs heavily in favour of a c. January 

1923 composition date (3Poems liii). Lawrence was still thinking 

about his experiences in Ceylon when he drafted Quetzalcoatl in 

Mexico in spring 1923, comparing the effect of “the rapid, savage 

beating of drums, the vibration of tom-toms” in the Mexican 

sunrise to memories of “the sound rising in the tropical dusk at 

nightfall from the temples of Ceylon”.38 Writing again about 

Mexico in ‘Corasmin and the Parrots’ (drafted at Christmas 1924), 

elephants make a surprising appearance when the essay segues 

from the “antediluvian malevolence” of the titular parrots to 

extemporise about the Aztec version of the Creation: 

 

 Up reared the elephant, and shook the mud off his back. The 

birds watched him in sheer stupefaction. What? What in 

heaven’s name is this wingless, beakless old perambulator? 

… Out of the floods rose our own Sun, and little naked man. 

“Hello!” said the old elephant. “What’s that noise?” And he 

pricked up his ears, listening to a new voice on the face of the 

earth. The sound of man, and words for the first time. Terrible 

unheard-of sound! The elephant dropped his tail and ran into the 

deep jungle, and there stood looking down his nose.  

(MM 14‒15) 

 

Recalling the elephants that “galloped … back to the jungle” “in 

haste to get away” from the Perahera in ‘Elephant’ (1Poems 342), 

here the elephant is the remnant not only of an older age but a less 

“Terrible” age, before man and before words.  

Lawrence’s interest in the circus also coincides with his time in 

the Americas: he twice visited Barnum’s Circus in Los Angeles in 
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September 1923 and although there is no mention of elephants in 

his enthusiastic account, they nonetheless take centre stage in the 

circus poems of Pansies.39 A disparate group of elephant poems 

explores the relationship between man and beast in ways that 

emphasise ancient wisdom despite the indignities of circus 

performance, which is the context for all except ‘The elephant is 

slow to mate—’.  

A quartet of poems near the beginning of the collection starts 

with the four-line ‘Elephants in the circus’: 

 

Elephants in the circus 

have aeons of weariness round their eyes. 

Yet they sit up 

and show vast bellies to the children. (1Poems 369) 

 

Followed by ‘Elephants plodding’ and ‘On the drum’, the sequence 

culminates with a more elaborate circus trick in ‘Two performing 

elephants’:  

 

While the wispy, modern children, half-afraid 

watch silent. The looming of the hoary, far-gone ages 

is too much for them. (370)  

 

Similarly to the juxtaposition in ‘Elephant’ of the “pale little wisp 

of a Prince of Wales” with “the hugest, oldest of beasts” (339‒40), 

this pansy sets up a contrast between “the wispy, modern children” 

who are unsettled by a beastly manifestation of “far-gone ages” 

beyond their understanding. The cumulative effect of repeated key 

words is striking in four short poems, developing variants of 

“aeons” ‒ “ages” (three times), “antiquity”, “old” (twice) and 

“ancient” ‒ which occur at least once in every stanza, together with 

descriptors of slowness and bulk. ‘When I went to the circus—’ 

reprises these themes, while the elephants’ primeval “trunks like 

ammonites” (386) also chime with the evolutionary discussion in 

‘Corasmin and the Parrots’. Like the “half-afraid” children in ‘Two 
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elephants performing’, the spectators are “uneasy” and “frightened” 

by the nonhuman world – “the smell of horses and other beasts / 

instead of merely the smell of man” – and the elephants, in 

particular, cause them to “resent the mystery that lies in beasts” 

(385‒6). Ultimately, ‘The elephant is slow to mate—’ draws an 

implicit comparison between beasts and man, which praises the 

dignity of elephants as the “Oldest … and the wisest of beasts”, 

who “sleep in massive silence, and wake / together, without a 

word”: 

 

They do not snatch, they do not tear; 

their massive blood 

Moves as the moon-tides, near, more near 

till they touch in flood. (403) 

 

These gentle lovers contrast with the “mastodon” who rose from 

extinction and “trampled all the listeners to a smush” in ‘Wonderful 

spiritual women’ (1Poems 469) ‒ a graphically violent pansy that 

foreshadows the bloodshed of ‘The Elephants of Dionysos’.  

Lawrence wrote to Achsah Brewster that his Pansies were 

hardly poems at all: “that is to say, Frieda calls them poems, but I 

call them pensées” (7L 28). Written in France, these poems invoke 

the French neoclassical tradition of Pascal and La Bruyère, yet also 

aim for “a poetic way” of thought “rather than have solid blocks of 

prose stuffily filling square space” (1Poems 657). From La 

Bruyère, as Pollnitz notes, Lawrence took the model of “a pensée as 

a single simile, or analogy, or fragment of dialogue”.40 This 

technique is exemplified by ‘Elephants plodding’, one of the 

briefest fragments in Pansies, which consists of only fourteen 

words (amounting to less than half of some of the longest lines in 

‘Elephant’): 

 

Plod! Plod! 

And what ages of time 

the worn arches of their spines support! (370) 
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Yet these fragments accumulate to reinforce each other’s meanings, 

meanings that proliferate through interwoven repetitions. 

Lawrence’s verses also have a satirical effect, coming closer to 

what Frieda joyfully described as “doggerel” (7L 64) than to La 

Bruyère, in their subversive attack on “high culture”, which Pollnitz 

reiterates as “a relapse into doggerel, at best into folk song, ballad 

and Burns”.41 ‘The elephant is slow to mate—’ exemplifies Pansies 

at its balladic best: slow and songlike with a regular ABAB rhyme 

scheme and enjambment easing the effect of its irregular metre. 

This pansy distinguishes itself as a poem rather than prose, “stuffy” 

or otherwise, unlike others in the collection, many of which 

Graham Hough found to be “doubtfully poems at all, but they are 

not prose either”.42 This blurring of the boundaries between poems 

and prose reached its limits in some of Lawrence’s last writing. 

 

‘The Elephants of Dionysos’: Lawrence, Lowell, prose poetry 

 

Volume III of The Poems presents ‘The Elephants of Dionysos’ 

(written c. 9 December 1929) as a prose poem, in the style of the 

“prose-poem prefaces to sections of Birds, Beasts and Flowers” 

(3Poems 1899) included in Volume I.43 The prefaces were drafted 

shortly before ‘The Elephants of Dionysos’ and sent to Blair 

Hughes-Stanton at the Cresset Press on 12 November 1929; they 

were republished posthumously along with ‘The Elephants of 

Dionysos’ in Phoenix (1932).44 For Bethan Jones, the brief prefaces 

are composed similarly to the Pansies as “fragments”, but as poetic 

prose they “push the free-verse form to its logical conclusion, 

expanding the lines to incorporate whole paragraphs and entire 

quotations: fragments are housed within fragments, juxtaposed so 

as to create a curious blend of poetry and prose”.45 These prose 

poems mark the culmination of Lawrence’s career-long 

experimentation not only with free verse but with the fragmentary 

prose-poetry form pioneered in Paris Spleen (1869) by Baudelaire, 

whose preface wonders “Which of us has not, in his ambitious 

days, dreamed of the miracle of a poetic prose, musical without 
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rhythm and without rhyme, supple enough and choppy enough to fit 

the soul’s lyrical movements, the jolts of consciousness?”.46 The 

lineation of one of Lawrence’s earliest poems, ‘Malade [1]’ 

(composed c. February 1910; also presented for the first time in 

3Poems 1433), with its echoes of the rainy-day and spider imagery 

of ‘Spleen’ (No. 161 in Baudelaire’s Les Fleurs du mal), bears 

striking resemblance to Baudelaire’s prose poems in Paris Spleen.  

 The prose poem after Baudelaire became a cosmopolitan form, 

which Rod Mengham suggests as “modernity’s response … to our 

fear of the receding horizon … it is the circle we draw around our 

interactions with the world”.47 Adopted particularly by 

Francophiles like Lawrence’s friend Richard Aldington, and also by 

their Indian contemporary Rabindranath Tagore, the form was 

nonetheless contested between modernists in the 1920s. It seems 

fitting that Lawrence, who continually pushed the boundaries 

between poetry and prose throughout his writing career, pressed on 

towards a form that divided modernists but would gather strength 

during the twentieth century: Gertrude Stein was a leading 

exponent of the prose poem, while T. S. Eliot dismissed the form as 

“an aberration”.48 Lawrence was no doubt aware of this 

controversy, which raged between Eliot and Aldington in the early 

1920s, although some of his early exposure to the prose poem 

would have come through Amy Lowell.49 Her “discovery” of 

“polyphonic prose” was heralded by John Gould Fletcher in the 

April 1915 number of Poetry: 

 

This orchestral quality Miss Lowell has developed to the utmost. 

Therefore it seems fitting that a new name be given to these 

poems of hers, which, printed as prose, or as prose and verse 

interspersed, display all the colors of the chromatic palette. The 

title that fits them best is that of Polyphonic Prose.50 

 

The same number included Lowell’s prose poem, ‘Red Slippers’, 

although a better-known and more anthologised example, ‘Spring 

Day’, appeared in the Egoist the following month, alongside 
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Lawrence’s war poem ‘Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani?’ (reprinted in 

3Poems 1517).  

Lawrence met Lowell just five days before the War began and 

she soon became a champion of his poetry in America. Although 

she received a Pullitzer Prize for Poetry (posthumously in 1926), 

Lawrence privately considered her “not a good poetess … But she 

is a very good friend” (3L 61). He particularly objected to the tone 

of her prose poem ‘The Bombardment’, published in the special 

number of Poetry subtitled ‘Poems of War’ (November 1914), and 

wrote “in a real fury” to the editor Harriet Monroe: “how dare Amy 

talk about bohemian glass and stalks of flame? … I hate, and hate, 

and hate the glib irreverence of some of your contributors—” (2L 

232). His own understated, but powerfully short, symbolic poem of 

aerial destruction in ‘Bombardment’ (revised in 1917 for public-

ation in his 1920 book of war poems, Bay) contrasts starkly with 

Lowell’s attempt at a war poem, summarised by Helen Carr as 

 

a dramatic, not to say histrionic description of a town under 

attack, focusing more on the terror and destruction of houses 

than any actual blood, its emphasis being on the collapse of 

civilisation and culture that war brings. It featured repeated 

‘BOOMS’, and later, when she gave readings, as she 

increasingly would of her poetry, she would get her musician 

friend Carl Engel to stand behind the curtains and dramatically 

sound a gong as she spoke the word: shades of Marinetti.51 

 

For contemporary scholar Regina Schober, however, polyphonic 

prose is a particularly useful vehicle for Lowell’s war poems, not as 

a model of harmony but as its inverse: “cacophony and discord”.52 

This description recalls Lawrence’s ‘Hyde Park’ poem, discussed at 

the start of this essay – where “Music screams as elephants scream” 

(1Poems 38); Lawrence shares Lowell’s wartime reaction to noise 

(witness the capitalised “BOOMS”). Notwithstanding their poetic 

differences, they frequently corresponded about the relationship 
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between poetry and music, two media which “have both grown in 

recent years”, as Lowell wrote to Lawrence in 1918.53  

Schober’s analysis of an example of Lowell’s polyphonic prose 

(in ‘Before the Storms’) identifies a combination of: 

 

the technique of free verse with a use of language that 

foregrounds poetic material, especially sounds, in a concentrated 

accumulation of rhyme, assonance, and alliteration. The frequent 

repetitions and parallelisms, not only of sound, but also of words 

and structures, compares to the recurrence of different “themes” 

in musical polyphony.54  

 

Applying similar criteria to Lawrence’s ‘The Elephants of 

Dionysos’ reveals resonant parallels. His prose poem begins: 

 

Dionysos, returning from India a victor with his hosts,  

met the Amazons once more towards the Ephesian coasts.  

Oh, small-breasted, brilliant Amazons, will you never leave  

off attacking the Bull-foot, for whom the Charites weave  

ivy-garlands? Garlands and flutes, O listen to the flutes! 

O draw near, there is going to be sacrifice to the god of delight! 

(3Poems 1615; line breaks as given there) 

 

The repeated use of “Oh” / “O”, punctuated by exclamation marks 

(“O listen to the flutes! / O draw near”), announces an invocational 

style similar to other of his late poems such as ‘Invocation to the 

moon’ (1Poems 609). The flutes – and invocation to listen – alert us 

to the importance of sound in the piece, which grows strident and 

warlike in the following stanza when the elephants are introduced: 

“Ah elephants of the east, trumpeting around Dionysos”. Other 

poetic features in the quoted passage include the rhymes “hosts / 

coasts” and “leave / weave”, the alliteration of “breasted, brilliant’ 

and a modified reference to Dionysos as “Bull-foot”; repetition and 

parallelism abound, notably in “ivy-garlands? Garlands and flutes, 

O listen to the flutes!”. The rest of the poem resounds with crying 
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and wailing, culminating with “the piercing death-cries of 

elephants, the great and piercing cry of elephants dying at the hands 

of the Amazons, rips the island rocks” (ll. 26‒9). Following this 

cacophonous death struggle, the final stanza is emptily anti-

climactic, straightforward and not celebratory: “Dionysos has 

conquered the Amazons. The elephants are dead. And the rocks of 

Samos, called Phloion, remain torn” (ll. 30‒1). Gone are the flutes 

and garlands of the opening stanza and we are left with the 

devastating aftermath of war. 

Although mythic material is a marked feature of Lawrence’s last 

poems,55 in ‘The Elephants of Dionysos’, as Pollnitz explains, 

Lawrence is responding to The Greek Questions of Plutarch, edited 

by W. R. Halliday, specifically to question 56 ‘From what is the 

place Panaima in Samos so called?’ (3Poems 1900). Panaima 

means “Battlefield of Blood”, deriving from the red soil and the 

exposed skeletons of what were initially thought to be war 

elephants, which were found to be mastodon fossils in excavations 

in the 1870s. The spilling of the elephants’ blood on Samos echoes 

with the blood consciousness in ‘Elephant’ and what Lawrence 

perceived as the Dionysian exuberance of the Perahera. Notably, 

too, the earth around Kandy is, like Samos’s, red in colour. The 

ever-loyal Brewsters were staying in Bandol when Lawrence 

composed ‘The Elephants of Dionysos’ (c. 9 December 1929) and 

so the subject matter may suggest some links with their time 

together in Ceylon immortalised in ‘Elephant’. Above all, though, 

‘The Elephants of Dionysos’ marks the end of Lawrence’s lifelong 

fascination with the dark god Dionysos.  

The links between the elephant poems discussed here are as 

many and various as the poems themselves, their disparate styles 

probing the porous boundaries between free verse and prose. There 

are common threads of influence, from responses to war, empire 

and music, to people and places. Above all, each of these elephant 

poems “needs the penumbra of its own time and place and 

circumstance, to make it full and whole” (1Poems 656), and 

Pollnitz’s three-volume Poems brings us much closer to this goal by 
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providing the texts and contexts to illuminate careful reading. Read 

in this light, ‘Elephant’ emerges as a landmark in Lawrence’s 

oeuvre: his first serious work composed outside Europe, at a pivotal 

point in defining his poetics and cultural politics in relation to 

Whitman, the great American poet. Though he learned much from 

Whitman about sound, among other things, what he took away from 

Ceylon was a lasting impression of elephants as “the remnant of 

another age”.56 
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